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Nurturing Student Potential into Passion
Why is motivation a hot topic?
• Time at lessons is minimal.
• Our job is to maximize what happens between lessons.
• What happens between lessons is directly tied to motivation.
• Motivation is what turns potential into passion.

To nurture student potential into passion, teachers must carry out five 
key actions that impact motivation.

#1 Build Relationships
• Value the relationship
• Establish trust with the parents.
• Know the stages of motivation.

DIGGING DEEPER: Stages of Motivation
I Can DO It! Ages 4-6. 
Fun or “play” magically holds the students attention and the motivation to “DO it” (again and 
again) keeps the kiddos coming back for more.
I CAN Do It! Ages 7-13 
Students are motivated by connecting what they achieve with their personal EFFORTS.
I Can Do It! Ages 13-20 
Motivation is sparked by the passion for making music which in turn becomes a crucial part of 
the individual’s personality and IDENTITY. 

#2 Provide Choices
• Vary the repertoire.

Offer a selection when assigning sonatinas. Include a favorite pop song, 
improvisation, chord charts, duets…change things up!

• Experiment with instruments.
Consider adding a digital piano or keyboard and allow them to explore various sounds, 
play with a drum beat, etc. Keep a drum near by to isolate rhythms.

• Encourage creativity.
Allow students to modify an ending, omit notes, mix a medley, compose their own piece.

• Expand resources.
Go beyond the theory book and use apps, games and videos to explain and inspire.

• Let parents know.
Keep them informed so they can offer the right kind of support at home.

• Develop practice strategies
Give learning strategies and let students design practice time with tools that work.

DIGGING DEEPER: Six Scientifically Proven Practice Strategies
Spaced Practice
"Space out practice over the day instead of in one block of time. Forgetting and then 
relearning a piece overtime strengthens your memory bank."
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How to apply this to practice: "Drive-by" or stop and practice before dinner, then "drive-by" again 
after dinner. Run through a couple of assignments before school and see what is remembered 
after school.
Interleaving
"While repetition is vital, research says we will actually learn that skill more effectively if 
we mix our practice of it with other skills. This is as known interleaving."
How to apply this: Mix up assignments. After practicing a scale a few times, play a piece, then 
go back to the scale. Switching between tasks will help practicers to think more critically and will 
encourage them to give more thought before playing. Or, practice a piece, do some homework 
and then play the same piece to test reliability and accuracy.
Retrieval
"Practice bringing information to mind without the help of materials." 
How to apply this: Repetition of a piece digs a "rut" in the memory bank. To dig the rut deeper, 
put the book away and see how much can be recalled without looking. Remembering the piece 
without reading the score helps practicers learn more effectively and permanently. Avoid binge 
practice and instead, put away the score before it's completely memorized. Later "drive by" and 
play it again and see if it can be played error-free the first time it's played.
Elaboration
"Explain and describe ideas with many details."
How to apply this: Get under the hood of a piece and discuss all the elements: form, key, chord 
progressions, dynamics, mood changes and any other details. Analyzing the nuts and bolts will 
boost the understanding of concepts and lock in memory anchors when retrieving a piece or 
definition of a term from the memory bank.
Dual Coding
"Encourage students to pay attention to visuals and link them to the text by explaining 
what they mean in their own words. Then, students can create their own visuals of the 
concepts they are learning. This process reinforces the concepts in the brain through 
two different paths, making it easier to retrieve later."
How to apply this to practice: Connecting the word and image of an apple which has two 
syllables and yet is one word explains the concept of two 8th notes sharing one beat. 
Concrete Examples
"Use specific examples to understand abstract ideas. In addition,  help students extend 
their understanding by coming up with examples of their own."
How to apply this: The D major chord uses a white key, then a black key and then a white key, 
just like this triple dip ice cream cone has a chocolate scoop in the middle of two scoops of 
vanilla. To extend their understanding, ask students to imagine the scoops of a C major triple dip 
ice cream cone. Take a look at the interactive e-book that I wrote with help from Bradley 
Sowash called the The Full Scoop On Chords. It connects ice cream scoops to chords. For 
teaching intervals, I created a FREE interactive e-book called Understanding Intervals which 
relates intervals to shoes.

#3 Rethink Incentives
• Replace rewards with self evaluation.

Create games and offer opportunities that help students mark their progress, in their 
playing, understanding of concepts, unlocking creativity, etc. 

• Streamline incentives. 
Use incentives to boost skills instead of as rewards for progress. Then simplify incentive 
plans so you avoid wasting time on them.

• Use Gamification.
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The most successful educational apps use game-playing tactics, instant feedback and 
layer the experience with fun. This combination has been trademarked gamification.

• Opt for intrinsic vs extrinsic motivation whenever possible.
Inspire with videos of others doing what students aspire to do at the keys. 

• Align your assessments to what really matters.
Assess the amount of progress you observe between lessons rather than measuring the 
amount of practice.

• Incentives can kill creativity.

DIGGING DEEPER: Practice Pouches
Why: Teach practice strategies.
Practice habits need to be taught and reinforced at the lesson
What: Use concrete materials to make things stick.
Dice, Erasers, Highlighter, Pencil, Paperclips, Sticky Notes, Arrows and Tabs, Music Money.

#4 Shape Minds
FIXED MINDSET
“In a fixed mindset, people believe their basic qualities, like their intelligence or talent, are simply 
fixed traits. They believe that talent alone creates success—without effort.” -mindsetonline.com

GROWTH MINDSET
“In a growth mindset, people believe that their most basic abilities can be developed through 
dedication and hard work—brains and talent are just the starting point.” -mindsetonline.com

Tips for shaping a growth mindset.
• Praise what can be controlled—you raise what you praise!
• Ask open ended (skinny vs fat) questions that allow students to make decisions and 

demonstrate a deeper understanding. And, teach them how to ask questions.
• Measure progress not the person.

DIGGING DEEPER: Lesson Notes
Provide weekly feedback
Keep in touch with student families by emailing notes that include assignments, practice 
instructions and goals.
Offer progress scores
Provide your observation of what happened between lessons. Measure the quality of practice vs 
the quantity. Ask students to self-evaluate as well.

#5 Relate Content
• Determine a roadmap.

Set an agenda for WHAT needs to be achieved and HOW to achieve it.
• Make time for reflection.

Equipping students with the WHAT and HOW is good but, make sure to include the WHY 
behind the given tasks.

• Switch roles with the student and become the student yourself.
When you teach, you retain.

• Develop well-balanced musicians.
Prepare students so they are equipped to play the future roles they are destined to serve 
as a musician.
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What’s motivating YOU, the motivator?

Studies show that these five factors influence motivation. Now apply them to yourself!
#1 Build Relationships

Make friends with student families and fellow teachers.
#2 Provide Choices

Teach what is close to your heart. 
Challenge yourself towards the creative path.

#3 Rethink Incentives
Money? Then move to group teaching so you teach less hours.
Status? Instead of comparing and one-upping, collaborate.
Stimulation? Find a niche: special needs, summer camps.
Balance? Keep it professional by sticking within boundaries and setting limits.
Creativity? Think beyond the bench and off the page.

#4 Shape Minds
Are you stuck in a fixed mindset or do you continue to grow your skills? 
Attend conferences, read books, learn from other professions and teachers of other 
subjects.
Assume the I CAN DO IT approach!

#5 Relate Content
We are SO fortunate to be teaching something that connects lives and hearts like no 
other subject. Relish this! See the big picture and remember the gift you are giving each 
student. It will last a lifetime.

Which key action will you carry out first?

The full handout with links to resources used for this presentation can be found at 
LeilaViss.com and find me at these places!

Blog: http://88pianokeys.me/
Store: http://88pianokeys.me/shop/
Workshop: http://88creativekeys.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/88pianokeys/
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/lviss/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/clviss
Instagram https://www.instagram.com/leilaviss/?hl=en
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